USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10006.09

Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10006.09>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Ens_Bryn says:
@::touches one of the glowing balls and thinks of the bridge::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::in conference room, getting a headache from listening to the arguments between Council Lia of the Perlack's, and the Leader of the Jerhajh::
Ens_Woo says:
::at the helm, on the lookout::
CO_Bryant says:
@::dreams of catching whoever stole his ship and (edited for content unsuitable for family consumption) in a radiation induced coma::
Mo_Hardy says:
::is in SB prepping the Medical team's before they go down to the planet and aid the Perlack's and the Jerhajh::
CMO_Parker says:
@::passed out outside main engineering, after failing to set up a field to contain the radiation::
TO_Jury says:
@::lying down sick in the TR::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : Bryn reaches the bridge
SO_Donovan says:
@::still lying unconscious on the alien ship’s bridge::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : Leaving Gala on sickbay (alien ship)
Ens_Woo says:
::looking around the bridge in awe::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::arrives at the conference room::  XO: May I see you?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::massages her head a little::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
XO : I am sick of waiting.. Where is your Captain?
Ens_Bryn says:
@::sighs in relief as she reaches the bridge, looks around and heads toward Donovan::
FCO_Teasley says:
@::passed out in the alien sickbay::
Gala_CO says:
@::made it to sickbay and tending to the CSO::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::glad for the break:: OPS: Yes... I'll be right with you...
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> XO : Typical Jerhajh.. No patience what-so-ever!
XO_Quest-Mac says:
Lia/Jerhajh: Sirs... please... I'll ah… be right back...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::smiles:: XO: ok.
Ens_Bryn says:
@::leans down and gives him the inoculation, gently rubbing his arm to increase his reviving quicker::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::goes to the door of the conference room:: OPS: Yes? ::keeps Lia and Jerhajh at the corner of her eye::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : CSO is now sleeping soundly, the radiation from his body gone
FCO_Teasley says:
@::dreams of sitting back at the helm of the Artemis::
Ens_Bryn says:
@SO:  Come on, wake up... preferably now please.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers:: XO: we have an alien vessel approaching us and the CSO, FCO and CO are nowhere to be found.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : SO doesn't wake up
TO_Jury says:
@::dreams of nothing::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::looks surprised:: OPS: The captain?  Gone?  What happened?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::pauses:: OPS: Darn… and these negotiators are getting bored of me...
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
::in the background, the Jerhajh and Perlack keep on bickering::
Ens_Bryn says:
@::runs a quick scan on him::  SO:  Come on... I need your help.  ::becoming concerned as it worked on the others::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers:: XO: Don't know, when we had the intruder alert, he disappeared.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
OPS: They want to see the Captain… and soon... :: sighs, doesn't like the situation at all::
Mo_Hardy says:
::after sending the medical teams down to the planet he heads out of sickbay and goes to the nearest TL:: TL: Bridge.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::thinks a bit:: OPS: How are your negotiating skills?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers:: XO: Well, he's no where.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
XO : That's it.. I am fed up… I want to return to the planet!! Send me down please…
Mo_Hardy says:
::arrives on the Bridge and takes a look around::
Ens_Bryn says:
@::taps her comm badge::  *CO*:  Captain... where are you sir?
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : Bryn gets no reply
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers:: XO: not too bad, I got the Jerhajh here didn't I? ::smiles::
Gala_CO says:
@::looks around at all the others and sighs:: Self: You'll be ok CSO...more important things to do now... ::works a few buttons on a console and locates the signals of  CO,CMO,TO,FCO and SO... beaming them all to sickbay::
SO_Donovan says:
@::still out cold::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::pleasantly:: Jerhajh: You only arrived for 5 minutes... please... have a seat?  Would you like something to drink?
Ens_Bryn says:
@::listens as silence is her only reply::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
OPS: Would you mind taking over the talk?  ::goes back frowning::  I think... I think I should go back to the bridge...
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : The senior crew of the Artemis on the Alien ship is beamed to sickbay of the alien ship
CMO_Parker says:
@::materializes on a biobed::
Gala_CO says:
@::looks on as they materialize in sickbay::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers:: XO: aye sir, I'll do my best.
TO_Jury says:
@::materializes in the SB::
Ens_Bryn says:
@::Takes a deep breath::  I can do this... I can do this... I just need to figure out what is going on.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
XO : No!  I want to go down… NOW!! ::motions for his security members to raise their weapons::
FCO_Teasley says:
@::gets beamed into sickbay::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::smiles, relieved::
Mo_Hardy says:
::remembers that he forgot something down in SB and heads back down:: TL: SB.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> XO : I am fed up as well.. Kindly return me to my planet, please…
Gala_CO says:
@::moves to CO and checks his vitals:: *FCO2*: Status?
TO_Jury says:
@::vomits out the side of his mouth::
Mo_Hardy says:
::runs in to SB and stumbles right in to the FCO:: 
SO_Donovan says:
@::gets beamed to sickbay still out cold::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::enters the conference room and goes to the replicator and gets a pot of Scottish tea, medium hot and 3 cups::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
Jerhajh/Lia: Sirs… please... ::pauses and try a different tactic::  Very well... please return to your planets... and may I ask you to consider the lives that will continue to be lost on both sides if this war is not settled… here... right now.
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*CO*: Sir all is functioning.
Ens_Bryn says:
@::stands up and looks around, trying to wrack her brain::  The ship is off line... he is inoculated... what am I missing…
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
::looks at the XO, then at Lia:: XO : I will continue the cease fire, provided the Perlack don't put any troops on our island!
XO_Quest-Mac says:
Jerhajh/Lia: And now… if you'll please sit down… and shut up... and listen... we will be able to get this done sooner.  Agreed?
Mo_Hardy says:
Self: what in the name of? 
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::sits the tray on the table:: Jerhajh/Lia: anyone care for tea?
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> XO : Certainly.. But the Jerhajh need to stay away from our island
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::sarcastically:: Jerhajh/Lia: Well... what do you know?  You both agree on something... Wow... the beginning of a new friendship...
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
::looks at OPS, visibly angry::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers to the XO:: XO: Jerni you need to get to the Bridge.
Mo_Hardy says:
FCO: Were you not on the bridge a moment ago?
Gala_CO says:
@*FCO2*: Acknowledged. Proceed with regular flight path 1/4 impulse.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
Jerhajh/Lia: Mr. MacPherson here is now in charge of leading the talk.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::indicates the OPS::
FCO_Teasley says:
MO: What are you talking about?
Ens_Bryn says:
@::A haze seems to pass from her eyes and she sees herself alone on the bridge::  No, no, no... not a good day at all.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::smiles back at the Jerhajh/Lia::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
::whispers:: OPS: I don't think tea is going to do it... be firm... be very firm.
Ens_Bryn says:
@*ALL*:  Can anyone here me?
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*Gala*: Acknowledged 1/4 impulse.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers:: XO: how rude of them.
Gala_CO says:
@::runs a diagnostic on the radiation levels each have absorbed::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
XO, OPS : Well.. What are we still doing here?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
Jerhajh/Lia: Now… if you'll excuse me...
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
XO, OPS: I want to go down...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers:: XO: Anyway, you need to get to the Bridge and don't worry about me, I'll be fine.
Mo_Hardy says:
::stands in SB a little confused but does not show it::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> XO, OPS : Yes please.. I have to tend to my people down on the planet.
Gala_CO says:
@::enters a few commands and directs a beam of light on the CO::
TO_Jury says:
@::vomits again, diced carrots piling up beside him::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
Jerhajh/Lia: What about the dilithium mine?  ::raises her eyebrows::  Is that still in question?  Or has that been resolved?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: We are here to make a settlement and a settlement we will achieve
Gala_CO says:
@::tends to the TO next::
CMO_Parker says:
@:: begins to smell TO Jury and vomits himself ::
Mo_Hardy says:
::stands in front of the science station 1::
Gala_CO says:
@::while CO being treated....prepares the same setup for the TO::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : CO begins to regain consciousness
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: slowly edges out of the room, and let the more professional to handle the situation. ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: now tell me, what exactly do each of you want?
Gala_CO says:
@::continues the same treatment with different levels and moves on to the next patient::
CO_Bryant says:
@::shakes his head and looks around with blurred vision, sees the alien and thinks about getting up to attack but starts to feel really sick when he tries to sit up and changes his mind::::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
::both respond in unison:: Ops : Go down to the planet <Lia> OPS : Go down to the planet..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: takes to the bridge :: ALL: Status Report.... I've been told that an alien ship is approaching.. is that correct?
Mo_Hardy says:
::looks over at the XO as she exits the conference room::
Gala_CO says:
@::watches the CO open his eyes from where she stands::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: you two and myself are going no where until we reach a settlement
Mo_Hardy says:
::takes a look at the reading's from the science station::
Gala_CO says:
@CO: Feeling better are we?
CO_Bryant says:
@ Gala: Who are you and where am I?
Ens_Woo says:
::scans::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: I don't care how long it takes, but we're going to get it done
XO_Quest-Mac says:
ALL: And the Captain is missing too?   :: thinks to self: What kind of day is this? ::;
Gala_CO says:
@*FCO2*: Any contacts on sensors?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
MO/CIV: Can anyone tell me if the alien ship is a threat?
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : I don't like threats... ::he is visibly getting nervous:: OPS : You will do as I say, or I will be forced to act..
Gala_CO says:
@CO: You are on my ship...
Ens_Woo says:
XO: No, sir... we can't scan it...
CO_Bryant says:
@ Gala: ok, let me be more specific, why did you bring us here and when can we go back to where we belong?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: I don't care what you want, you called us here and your going to stay
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*Gala*: Sir yes there is a ship on sensors.
Gala_CO says:
@::finishes tending on the others in sickbay::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : You will not speak to me in that tone... ::motions for his guards::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : As both the parties guards draw weapons, a firefight emerges in the Obs. Lounge
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Computer: forcefield up around the guards
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : Everyone ducks for cover, the Perlack in one side, and the Jerhajh in other
Gala_CO says:
@*FCO2*: Acquire them and maintain a circular orbit around them.. but keep moving around them...Do you have an ID on them yet?
Mo_Hardy says:
XO: we should go to yellow alert Ma'am....just to be on the safe side as protocol dictates
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CIV: You have helm and OPS control...   MO: You have tac... and bring us to yellow alert...
TO_Jury says:
@::projectile vomits to the other side of the room::
Mo_Hardy says:
::gets over to tac and brings the ship to yellow alert::
Ens_Woo says:
::makes an ops console next to helm::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : Both the Perlack and the Jerhajh are isolated, no injuries
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*Gala*: No sir I do not have an identity yet.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : You will pay for this..
CO_Bryant says:
@ :::slowly sits up and looks at the alien:::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CIV: Try hailing the ship...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: you people act like little children, now until you act civilized, I will treat you all as children
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> OPS : What is the meaning of this? We come in peace, and you treat us like this?
Ens_Woo says:
::attempts hail::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: Scan for our missing crewmen.... and attempt to locate them.
Ens_Woo is now known as CIV_Woo.
Mo_Hardy says:
::tries to scan the alien ship for technical information::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION :Artemis hails alien ship
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: and how dare you come aboard my ship and act like a child!
Gala_CO says:
@::moves closer to the CO:: CO: I gather you are feeling much better?
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: slowly wakes up, and notices the sickbay :: Self: What the....?
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*Gala*: Sir they are hailing us.
CO_Bryant says:
@Gala: yes I am, now would you please tell me why we are here?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CIV: Are they answering?
CIV_Woo says:
XO: No, sir... there's no answer.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : I will not address any more words to you..
CIV_Woo says:
::continues attempt::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CIV: Keep trying...
Gala_CO says:
@*FCO2*: Stand by..
CIV_Woo says:
::continues to attempt to hail alien ship; slowly sweating::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: any indication that they're powering weapons of any sort?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: Now, you asked for Federation intervention and when we answer you spit back into our faces
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> OPS : I am sorry, but the Perlack don't respond well to your current tactic.. We will get no cooperation from us
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*Gala*: Standing by sir
TO_Jury says:
@::groggily wakes up::
Mo_Hardy says:
::scans the alien ship for weapon signatures::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : Both the Perlack and Jerhajh go silent.
Gala_CO says:
@CO: You are on my ship...I treated you and your crew for radiation fever.
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: sits up and looks around ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: Fine, I'll do all the talking
CO_Bryant says:
@Gala: how did we come to be on your ship instead of on mine?
TO_Jury says:
@::looks around and sees Gala and the rest of the crew::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: The Federation is going to take over the dilithium mines
Gala_CO says:
@CO: Looks like your crew is waking up...
TO_Jury says:
@::feels his temper rising::
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: jumps up off the bed and walks over to Jury ::
CO_Bryant says:
@ Gala: yes it does but you still haven't answered my question... stop evading.
TO_Jury says:
@Gala: what the heck’s going on lady?
TO_Jury says:
@::walks towards Gala::
CO_Bryant says:
@:::Looks icily at the TO:::: TO: What was that you said ensign?
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: looks at Gala and waits for a response ::
TO_Jury says:
@CO: nothing sir I stand corrected
Gala_CO says:
@*FCO2*: Open a channel ..
CO_Bryant says:
@ TO: Very well::: turns back to the alien::::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: Now, are we going to act civilized, or are we just going to sit here?
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*Gala*: Channel open sir
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: smiles at TO and walks over to the captain ::
CO_Bryant says:
@ Gala: Now, I would like some answers.
Gala_CO says:
@CO: Good things come to those who wait...
TO_Jury says:
@::yeah right we're gonna have a tea party and discuss it::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : No reply from the Jerhajh and the Perlack
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
:speaks out:: OPS : I will talk to your superiors.. You have no RIGHT to treat us like this..
CO_Bryant says:
@ Gala: Ma'am, I’m not a patient person, and you are really starting to get on my nerves, in just about every sector of the universe piracy is a crime and act of war, do you want to be at war with the federation?
FCO_Teasley says:
@::gets up and sees the rest of the crew::
Mo_Hardy says:
XO: Ma’am the Alien Ship is returning our Hail
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::MacPherson sits there and sips on his tea, just watching and playing the waiting games::
Gala_CO says:
@CO: A ship is hailing us...let me respond.. then we can discuss...
CMO_Parker says:
@ Gala: If it's all the same, can I go and start tending to the rest of the crew?
TO_Jury says:
@::that's more like it CO::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: Good.. put them on the viewing screen.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : The "bogus" crew of the Artemis starts returning to the alien ship.. internal scanners on the Artemis indicate that a lot of people are beaming out..
CO_Bryant says:
@ Gala: ma'am I would be much obliged if you would return my entire crew to my ship post haste, and until you do you aren't going anywhere ::: nods to the TO and the Doctor::::
Mo_Hardy says:
::puts the Hail on Screen::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::just sits there::
Gala_CO says:
@CMO: You need to rest.. our technology is very advanced and besides.. the commands are encrypted to my species only..
CO_Bryant says:
@Gala: you might take me, down but if you do, one of them is going to get a hold of you, return me to my ship and my medical officer will take care of our crew.
Mo_Hardy says:
XO : Ma’am there is a drop in the members of the Crew.......they seem to be disappearing out of thin air
Gala_CO says:
@COM: Artemis: I am Gala... please do not attempt to scan us...we will contact you shortly..
CMO_Parker says:
@Gala: I cannot leave anyone sick. Someone is likely to choke on their vomit, and I need to help them.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
COM: Alien Vessel: This is Commander Quest-MacPherson from the USS Artemmm.........     MO: What?
TO_Jury says:
@::assumes a menacing stance towards Gala::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Computer: lower forcefields ::forcefield lowers::
CO_Bryant says:
@:::stands up to his full six-four and stares coldly at the alien::::
Mo_Hardy says:
XO : Ma’am we are experiencing a drop in crew member's.....cause...unknown
Gala_CO says:
@CMO: They are being treated now...do not worry.. besides...my thoughts are in constant control of this ship and it's equipment..
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia>  ::tires of waiting:: OPS : I want to see your superior.. We did not come here, at your request, to be held captive..
TO_Jury says:
@Gala: I’m known for my relaxed nature but my patience is not infinite you know
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: Now, I showed you good faith, are you two willing to do the same?
FCO_Teasley says:
@CO: Captain, what's going on?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: doesn't like that answer :: COM: Alien Vessel: Then peace be with you...
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : You have no right to keep us here against our will.. release us.. NOW!
XO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: How?    ... who's left onboard?
SO_Donovan says:
@::finally opens his eyes::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : By now, only the "real" Artemis crew is left on board.. everyone else is gone
Mo_Hardy says:
::check's the ship manifest::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION ... on board the real Artemis
CMO_Parker says:
@Gala: :: gives up fighting :: Okay.
Gala_CO says:
@CO: I am on your side.. believe me.. but you are not ready yet to understand... I will return you and your crew to where you belong...
Mo_Hardy says:
XO : there is only  OPS, XO, CIV.. and my self
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*TR1* the Jerhajh and Perlack will be coming your way, with myself and SEC. They want to be beamed back to their planet, where they can continue senseless violence and murder
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : You call this good faith? holding us against our will?
CIV_Woo says:
::glances at the MO, shocked; but remains silent::
CO_Bryant says:
@Gala: thank you very much, your cooperation is appreciated.
TO_Jury says:
@CO: sir?
Mo_Hardy says:
XO : and the CNS and CTO
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> OPS : I'm revolted to admit it, but he is right ::points to Jerhajh leader::
CO_Bryant says:
@:::looks a little annoyed at the TO::: TO: Stand fast.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: stunned :: MO: But.. that's... impossible... I mean...   :: think, pauses ::  That was the crew that came aboard today.....
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*Gala*: Sir I am moving in closer to the Artemis
Gala_CO says:
@CO: If you will ...and your crew gather up and follow me
CO_Bryant says:
@ :::follows gala:::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: You two just don't understand, you have mines that can not only benefit your two races, but the Federation as well
SO_Donovan says:
@::looks over our situation and waits for orders::
Mo_Hardy says:
XO : the alien ship is moving closer towards us Ma’am
Gala_CO says:
@CO: The others will be looked after by my staff...
TO_Jury says:
@::walks with Gala::
CO_Bryant says:
@ Gala: thank you
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
::shakes head:: OPS : I see now.. So that is what this is? You want the mine to Yourselves!! NEVER!
FCO_Teasley says:
@::walks with the TO and CO::
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: follows the group ::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> OPS : Is this true? ::feeling incredulous::
SO_Donovan says:
@::follows the group::
Gala_CO says:
@::exits sickbay and enters a long darken corridor.. with a black light illumination...::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: nods ::: CIV: Back us up slowly.........
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : Artemis crew coming from the alien ship start being beamed back to the Artemis.  Most are still asleep, but will wake up shortly.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: in return, the Federation offers to you, to become a protectorate of the Federation
CIV_Woo says:
::slowly backs up Artemis::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : Never!! You did not come here to help.. you came here to take what is ours!!
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: we are not here to do anything. You assume too much
TO_Jury says:
@::carefully assumes a non threatening gait::
Mo_Hardy says:
XO : Ma’am we seem to have our crew back.....they have suddenly appeared again!!!!!!  ::Slams the Tac console...THUD:: Self: infernal sensors.......work darnit
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : You are here to force us.. You are here to hold us against our will.. This is not what I expected from the Federation..
TO_Jury says:
@::whispers:: CMO: she is kinda cute
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> ::stays silent, but nods with her head, in agreement::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
MO:  Sensor glitch?   :: puzzled :
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: I am not here to such a thing, I said you could go. Transporter Room 1 is awaiting you
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : All the crew except for the command crew with Gala have now returned to the Artemis
CMO_Parker says:
@TO: :: whispers back :: Hmm, I never thought of it in that way...
Gala_CO says:
@::arrives at the location of the ships "special" transporters.. CO: It will be a short trip back for you and your crew.. maybe one day we can meet again.. when you are ready...please step in and touch the "mirror balls"
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : We had stated before we wanted to leave.. and you stopped us from doing so..
Mo_Hardy says:
XO : no Ma’am....but I will have maintenance take a look at it as soon as possible 
TO_Jury says:
@Gala: what do you do in your spare time?
Gala_CO says:
@::ignores the TO::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: you showed force, so I did what was appropriate
CO_Bryant says:
@ Gala: Very well ::: steps up and touches the ball:::
TO_Jury says:
@Gala: I make great cannelloni
Mo_Hardy says:
XO : how did the negotiation go with Jerhajh and Lia ???
Gala_CO says:
@::points to the others to do the same::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : When you failed to allow us to leave.. Will you allow us to leave now?
CMO_Parker says:
@ TO: You have a lot to learn :: walks up to the light ball ::
FCO_Teasley says:
@::nods and touches a mirror ball::
SO_Donovan says:
@::steps up and touches a ball::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: if you want to continue senseless slaughter of your two peoples, then by all means, you can go
TO_Jury says:
@::sighs and touches the ball::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: Quite a story...
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: touches the mirror ball ::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : The command crew all get beamed to the bridge (Assume McMer is with them as well)
CO_Bryant says:
::::looks around::::
TO_Jury says:
::assumes the tac position::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS :Then let us go.. <Lia> ::strangely agrees with the Jerhajh::
FCO_Teasley says:
::finds himself on the bridge feeling like 50 tons if off his shoulders::
Mo_Hardy says:
::draws his phaser:: All: Stop where u are
CO_Bryant says:
:::walks over to the command chair and looks at the strange commander sitting there::: XO: would you mind? ::: has a huge bemused look on his face:::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: blinks as everyone appears around her :: CO: Captain Bryant!
CMO_Parker says:
:: looks up at MO :: MO: What is wrong with you, ensign?
Gala_CO says:
@*FCO2*: Engage for home world...
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: wasn't sitting on the command chair ::
CO_Bryant says:
MO: PUT that away please......
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: So, you want to continue this senseless slaughter?
TO_Jury says:
MO: Hardy my main man, how're ya doing?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: sweeps her hands :: CO: Please..... :: puzzled :: Where.. how? who?  what?
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*Gala*: Yes sir. Homeward we are going.
CO_Bryant says:
XO: And who would you be?
TO_Jury says:
MO: yeah before ya hurt yourself
Mo_Hardy says:
::holsters his phaser:: CO: sorry Sir......I just don’t like someone transporting to the bridge without me knowing about it
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks around, very annoyed::
CMO_Parker says:
:: looks to John :: TO: You know this man?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CO: Lt. Cmdr. Jerni Quest-MacPherson, sir.   Your executive officer?  :: even more puzzled :: I met you in your ready room when I first boarded.
TO_Jury says:
::scans tactical::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
::looks at Lia:: OPS : We want to go home.. That is all..
CO_Bryant says:
MO: I guess I can understand that... ::: grins a little:::
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees a new guy:: CIV: May I have my station back?
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> OPS : yes, please, beam us down
TO_Jury says:
CMO: yeah Hardy was at the Academy with me
Gala_CO says:
@::interesting people these ones...:: *FCO2*: We will see them again.. perhaps in few more years... I'll be over soon
CIV_Woo says:
::stands up:: FCO: Oh, sorry, here you go
CO_Bryant says:
XO: Ok, where are we and what are we doing here?
Mo_Hardy says:
TO :  it is good to see u again my friend
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia: you know, Earth at one time fought against each other, we almost caused our own extinction
CMO_Parker says:
TO: :: looks at Hardy's uniform :: Science or medical?
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : Alien ship warps away
FCO2_Teasley says:
@*Gala*: Yes sir in a few years.
Mo_Hardy says:
CMO : medical Sir
Mo_Hardy says:
CMO: but we have already meet when I came aboard
TO_Jury says:
CMO: that alien was kinda cute don't you think?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: incredible :: CO: Exactly where we've been for the past few hours... above the Perlack's and the Jerhajh's planet, trying to settle a dispute.. which I'm afraid has not gone well at all.....
Mo_Hardy says:
::or have we....::
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Well then, welcome. But ... I have never met you before.
Ens_Bryn says:
::Shakes her head deciding to head to sickbay to deal with the confusion there::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: takes his hand :: CO: They are anxious to see you... sir.....   Other wise.. the talk will be over... and more slaughter will follow.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Jerhajh/Lia:  but it was that near extinction that made us finally realized what we were doing was wrong and we put aside out differences and learned to live and cooperate with each other
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
::grows impatient one more time:: OPS : You are delaying our departure.. Why do you keep holding us against our will? We want nothing with the Federation.. not now..
CMO_Parker says:
TO: Maybe you can set up a holo-deck program? Then you can stop dreaming and get back to work.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
OPS : Leave us, and never return..
TO_Jury says:
CO: sir the alien ship is heading out at warp speed
CO_Bryant says:
XO: I tell you what commander, pretend that I haven't even been here and tell me exactly what’s going on.
Mo_Hardy says:
CMO : it will be an honor to be a team of your medical staff
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> OPS : I have to agree with Him.. You are not welcome here, anymore
CO_Bryant says:
TO: Very well track it as long as you can and try to extrapolate its course.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: jerks the captain to his feet :: CO: There isn't time sir.... please... the conference room?
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the helm::
TO_Jury says:
MO: jeez Hardy relax will ya
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Great. We'll set you up with shifts later.
Ens_Bryn says:
::changes her mind as she realizes she is still wearing civilian clothes... she had not had any time to change since returning from the academy.  Heads to her quarters::
CO_Bryant says:
XO: Lets go....
Mo_Hardy says:
CMO : Aye
SO_Donovan says:
::takes science console::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Lia: I'm pleading for your lives here
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CO: The Jerhajh and the Perlacks are disputing over lands and a civil war has broke out... They request your present at the negotiation table.
CMO_Parker says:
CO: Captain, what about Lt. Hewitt?
TO_Jury says:
::tracks the course of the ship::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> OPS : Your behavior was unacceptable.. Please.. let us return to our homes..
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Course heading captain?
CO_Bryant says:
XO: very well, have all the tactical data downloaded on to a padd and bring it with you, lets go have a little talk with them...
CO_Bryant says:
FCO: maintain orbit, you have the bridge until I get back.
Mo_Hardy says:
CO : permission to come along Sir!!!!
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: takes a PADD off of a console :: CO: Already done sir... :: hurries the CO towards the CR ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Lia: what homes? at this rate, you will have no homes to return to
Ens_Bryn says:
::Enters her quarters and walks over to the mirror... there are dark circles under her eyes and she has lost a lot of weight::  Geesh... what I sight I must make.
CO_Bryant says:
::::Walks towards the CR and stops at the door for a second, straightens his tunic and then opens the door::::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> ::shakes head:: OPS : You say we can leave, and yet we are still confined, and held against our will..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: apologetically :: CO: I'm sorry to hurry you sir.. but the representatives are getting extremely impatient.
Ens_Bryn says:
::Walks over to the bed and lies down::  Computer:  Lights ::closes her eyes mumbling something about seeing the doctor, as ordered, later::  Much later....
CMO_Parker says:
:: realizes he is hungry :: MO/TO: Shall we go to the galley?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Lia: I apologize for my behavior, but how can I just sit here and let you and the Jerhajh keep killing each other over mines, that you can share
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: follows behind the CO's heel :: OPS: it's alright...
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir:: takes the big chair::
CO_Bryant says:
:::catches the last comment::: Lia: Would you like to leave?
TO_Jury says:
CMO: you like Cannelloni?
Mo_Hardy says:
CMO : yes why not......I could use some blood vine and some Gach
CO_Bryant says:
Lia: you were the one that requested our presence here and you don't want our help?
CMO_Parker says:
TO: :: laughs :: Haven't tried it actually... But I'm game....
TO_Jury says:
FCO: looking good in the big chair
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
::looks at the CO, from behind the containment field:: CO : Yes..
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Ugh... I don't know how you can eat that sort of food.
TO_Jury says:
CMO: ahhhh guys don't you need to stay on the bridge?
CO_Bryant says:
Computer, release containment fields....
CO_Bryant says:
Lia: would you please have a seat?
FCO_Teasley says:
TO: Keep in mind that one day you might be sitting here too
TO_Jury says:
FCO: yeah right in my dreams
Mo_Hardy says:
CMO : I am half Klingon half Vulcan Sir.....as u can see....besides.....once u tasted it.....mmmm....there's nothing like fresh Gach
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
CO : we just want to go..
CMO_Parker says:
TO: If we need to be anywhere, it's sickbay. But I think we can leave it till later.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<Lia> CO : Please..
CMO_Parker says:
MO: :: shivers :: Whatever tickles your fancy.
Mo_Hardy says:
CMO : it's not that bad....have u ever tasted it ??
TO_Jury says:
::reb at CMO::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: very relieved that the CO's back. ::
CO_Bryant says:
Lia: To where?  What has changed, you still hate each other and you will just go back to killing each other.... wouldn't you rather fix the problem?  If you want then go, but nothing has changed.
CMO_Parker says:
MO: I ate a worm back on earth and I didn't like it... when I was a kid.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: indicates to the OPS that they should leave ::
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
CO : Are you going to prevent us from leaving, as he did? ::points to Operations officer::
Mo_Hardy says:
CMO : I have sent a few medical team's down to the planet to help the natives
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
ACTION : Both parties motion themselves to the door
FCO_Teasley says:
TO: Let me tell you something, I never thought I'd get to sit here and then Commander Senn put me in charge of the bridge
Mo_Hardy says:
CMO : with there wounded
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Planet? I have to catch up on a lot then.
CO_Bryant says:
Lia: I am a simple ships captain, war is my business as terrible as it is, but if you leave you have taken away the best chance for peace that you have, but no I won't stop you.
Host Jerhajh-Lia says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10006.09>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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